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I. SDR BASEBAND

Software defined radio (SDR) baseband is a prime example
of embedded digital signal processing (DSP) application with
high computation demands, tight real-time requirements and
power budget. Also, while the cellular radio technologies
evolve, the computation load of baseband processing tends
to grow exponentially [1], roughly exploiting the energy
and performance gains silicon technology scaling following
the Moore’s law brings. In mobile devices, special–purpose
hardware with aggressive dynamic and static energy manage-
ment is required to meet the tight sub-watt power budgets.
Compared to general-purpose processors, the power-efficient
hardware for SDR (like ASIPs and embedded vector process-
ing cores) have usually more simple control structure without
speculative execution, static instruction scheduling, and lack
hardware controlled caches.

The computation model of radio baseband fits well into
the dataflow paradigm. The model consists of single DSP
algorithm kernels (called actors) and directed connection
between them modeled as a dataflow graph. Typically, DSP
kernels have rather regular structure (e.g. the number of loop
iterations is fixed in compile time). Executing regular kernels
on predictable hardware allows existing static and dynamic
WCET analysis techniques to produce accurate results for
single kernels. These can be further used for scheduling and
timing analysis of whole application (dataflow graph).

II. SYNCHRONOUS DATA FLOW GRAPH (SDF)

Synchronous data flow (SDF) graphs has fixed token pro-
duction and consumption rates for kernels. This restricts the
presentation power of the model (it is not Turing complete),
and makes some important properties (e.g. deadlock-freedom,
maximum and minimum latency, cyclic schedule and mini-
mum memory buffer sizes needed for communication between
kernels) analyzable. This topic is profoundly discussed in [2].

Pure SDF model allows analysis of many performance and
correctness properties but does not allow run-time dynamics.
More general data flow models (for example Kahn process
network KPN) can capture dynamic aspects, but analysis of
many properties becomes unsolvable. This attracts the devel-
opment of SDF variants allowing dynamism in limited and
well-defined forms while supporting the analyzable properties
as well as possibly.

III. SDF VARIANTS

Parameterized SDF model (PSDF) [3] adds parameterized
dynamic behavior by dividing graph into three parts: 1) body
graph models the main functional behavior, 2) init graph

allows to modify subsystem interface behavior (token produc-
tion and consumption rates), and 3) sub-init graph allows to
parameterize the body graph behavior in the way that does not
affect its interface. The init graph can be invoked only between
consecutive parent graph invocations, which allows parent
graph to have consistent view of its behavior and schedule
during one invocation. PSDF is scheduled as a sequence of
parameterized SDF schedules, which are created by using
compile-time analysis. The schedule is executed by using the
quasi-static scheduling principle [2].

Scenario-aware data dataflow model (SADF) [4] introduces
scenario detectors, which configure the computing kernels
(including their token production and consumption rates) ac-
cording to the detected application scenario. Scenario detectors
have associated Markov chain model which reflects the order
and probability for scenario occurrences. Data dependent
variations in kernel execution time are modeled by associating
scenarios the corresponding execution time distributions. This
allows to analyze the long-run worst-case and average-case
performance of SADF model.

Mode-controlled dataflow (MCDF) [5] allows selecting one
of the iteration exclusive mode graphs to be executed. The
communication between modes is modeled by a tunnel actor.
A Dedicated mode controller selects the next mode graph
based on the execution results of previous one. For timing
analysis, the properties of the repeating pattern of consec-
utive modes can be used to assure more strict throughput
and resource allocation constraints than using the worst-case
numbers of all modes.
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